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IN DANGER

The MP convening a parliamentary group to safeguard
the future of our democracy is
wondering “whether somebody
somewhere in Westminster or
Whitehall is looking to cover
things up” over wrongdoing in
the EU Referendum.
Labour’s Stephen Kinnock
will chair the All-Party
Parliamentary Group (APPG)
on Electoral Campaigning
Transparency when it meets for
the first time this month.
It comes in the wake of
the Cambridge Analytica scandal; as well as the referral to
the Met Police and National
Crime Agency of Vote Leave
and Leave.EU, and individuals
associated with them, following
breaches of electoral law.
The cross-party committee will launch an inquiry
and produce a green paper

recommending changes in the
Autumn. Campaign finance will
be a key area of investigation.
In an interview with Byline
Times, Mr Kinnock said he
believes the lack of any attempt
by the Government to investigate whether the 2016 EU
Referendum could have been
tainted by electoral breaches,
may well point to something
darker.
“I’m not a conspiracy theorist,” he said. “But I did genuinely start to wonder whether
somebody
somewhere
in
Westminster or Whitehall is
looking to cover things up
because the country is already
heavily destabilised, divided,
polarised by what’s happened
since June 2016 and it’s possible that somebody somewhere
just wanted to put a lid on the
whole thing and it’s possible

that the Electoral Commission
was somehow influenced, even
the police, who knows… When
there is a vacuum and action
isn’t being taken, that opens
up all sorts of concerns around
why?”
Mr Kinnock said he
is chairing the new APPG
because “as a democrat, I feel
passionately that we have to fi x
this problem”.
“Dodgy money and dirty
data” should matter to everyone because citizens must be
allowed to make informed decisions, he told Byline Times.
The APPG, however, is
looking “forwards not back”,
the MP said, and he will not be
calling for a second referendum.
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HOW SAFE ARE BRITAIN’S FUTURE ELECTIONS?
By Hardeep Matharu
With the country on the
edge of a snap general
election or second
referendum, and facing
EU elections, Byline Times
explores how equipped
our electoral system is
for these votes to be
free and fair in an age
of digital psyops.
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T

he digital age has changed
the electoral landscape forever. Gone are the days of leafleting, door knocking and billboards
of ‘Labour isn’t working’ leaving imprints on our minds. Our
personal data is the new currency of elections – and it is up
for grabs; sought after by those
hoping to get inside our minds and
shape what realities live there.
The Cambridge Analytica
scandal revealed how the information we share on social media platforms such as Facebook is far from
safe. In fact, the data is monetised
and sold. As had been said by many
others: if it’s free, you’re not the
customer – you’re the product.
The UK’s Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) fined
Facebook £500,000 last October
for serious breaches of data protection that enabled the harvesting of data from 87 million people,
which was later shared with SCL,
the parent company of Cambridge
Analytica, and used in the EU
Referendum. Facebook boss Mark
Zuckerberg has brazenly refused to
appear before Parliament’s Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)
Committee on several occasions.
A criminal prosecution has
been brought against SCL by
the ICO, while both the Vote
Leave and Leave.EU campaigns
of the 2016 Referendum have
been referred to the Metropolitan
Police for potential breaches of
electoral law. The National Crime
Agency is also investigating Leave.
EU’s co-founder Arron Banks
and chief executive Liz Bilney
over alleged breaches. The Met
Police and NCA have made little
progress on these investigations.
Even if our personal data
is legally acquired in any future
campaigns, how should this be
used? How democratic is political campaigning if it is designed

to keep us in the dark about
its attempts to influence us?
Shahmir Sanni, who revealed
wrongdoing by Boris Johnson and
Michael Gove’s Vote Leave campaign last year, said: “If there is a
second referendum, we must ensure
that the criminality uncovered last
year doesn’t repeat itself. We must
be vigilant and MPs must give
the Electoral Commission more
power to not let [law-breakers]
take over our democracy (again).”
Labour’s David Lammy, who
believes a public inquiry should
be held into the 2016 Referendum,
told the Byline Times that the Met
Police and NCA must “quickly
conclude their investigations so
we can stop bad actors and learn
lessons for any upcoming votes”.
“Big data, social media, and
micro-targeting have transformed political campaigning,”
the Tottenham MP said. “Ever
since we have known about the
unprecedented interference
of foreign powers in both the
2016 EU Referendum and the
US presidential election of the
same year, it has been clear that

our laws do not match modern
threats to our democracy.”
Labour’s Deputy Leader Tom
Watson said a Labour Government
would introduce “digital democracy
guarantees” including measures
to ensure that anyone targeting
UK citizens with online political
adverts must be based in Britain.
“Fake news and the online
platforms that allow it to flourish
are a threat to our democracy,” Mr
Watson said. “This Government
has been far too slow to act and
has ignored the DCMS Select
Committee’s recommendations
on how to tackle fake news and
disinformation. We must learn the
lessons and take action to protect
our public debate and democracy.”
Both the Electoral
Commission – which oversees
the legality of elections and referendums in the UK – and the
ICO – the country’s data protection watchdog – are developing
new codes of practice, but the
first of these will not be published until June next year.
“Elections are currently run
using legislation that, in some

parts, has not been properly
reviewed since the 19th Century,”
the Commission said. One of its
proposals to increase transparency
about who is seeking to influence
voters online and the money spent
on this in elections and referendums is that providing ‘imprints’
on online campaign material should
become a legal requirement.
The new code of practice
being drafted by the ICO, ready
for the next scheduled General
Election in May 2022, will
cover the use of personal information as a “legitimate tool” in
campaigns and elections.
Elizabeth Denham, the
Information Commissioner, has
said her office is “concerned about
invisible processing – the ‘behind
the scenes’ algorithms, analysis, data matching and profiling
that involves people’s personal
information” being used in relation to democratic processes.
“Trust and confidence in
the integrity of our democratic
processes risks being disrupted
because the average person has
little idea of what is going on

behind the scenes,” she said. “This
must change. People can only
make truly informed choices about
who to vote for if they are sure
those decisions have not been
unduly influenced. What can we
do to ensure that we preserve the
integrity of future elections? How
can we make sure that voters are
truly in control of the outcome?”
For Kyle Taylor, director of
the Fair Vote Project, a campaign
set up in the wake of wrongdoing during the EU Referendum,
“there have been no significant
regulatory changes to election
law, data controls or digital platforms since the massive scale
of electoral law-breaking came
to light following the 2016 EU
Referendum. There is no way –
right now – to ensure any election would be truly free and fair”.
Cambridge Analytica may
have shut up shop, but this is just
the beginning, not the end, of the
story of dark data in our elections. The country has no time to
spare in getting to grips with this.
The future of the country may
well depend on it.
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“EVERYONE TRIES TO WALK AWAY WITH THE DATA”

WHAT HAPPENED TO OUR PERSONAL INFORMATION AFTER THE EU REFERENDUM?
By Byline Times Team

“E

veryone tries to walk away with the
data at the end of a campaign.” That
was the stunning admission by a senior
Vote Leave data specialist following the
shock victory of the Brexit campaigns in
the 2016 EU Referendum.
According to Vote Leave’s campaign
director, Dominic Cummings, it was big data,
machine learning and highly personalised
targeted ads which swung the campaign
towards Brexit. “The future of political communication is data scientists, not bullshitting
charlatans,” he told a festival of behavioural
science the year after the referendum.
Vote Leave spent at least 40 per cent
of its budget on the controversial Canadian
electioneering and data company AIQ, and
more than £2.7 million on automated targeting – including 1,433 ads aimed at specific groups of people on Facebook, viewed
more than 169 million times.
A myriad of rules governing the
use of campaign data are supposed to be
enforced. But, there are growing concerns
about how well these laws and systems
are policed. What’s to stop people just

walking off with our sensitive personal
data after major campaigns? And where
has all that Brexit referendum data gone?

Chaos inside the Data Team

I

nsiders who experienced the highlycharged atmosphere inside the Vote
Leave HQ at Westminster Tower told
Byline Times about the “colourful” discussions that were necessary to try to
protect data as the simmering battle for
votes boiled over in 2016. One senior
insider alleged an external consultant
repeatedly tried to download records
from the NationBuilder database. Such
an act could be controversial, depending on where any downloaded data
ended up – and whether the consultant
had authorisation to access the material. This newspaper has spoken to the
external consultant at the centre of the
allegations, who firmly asserted that he
had not downloaded any data without
authorisation.
It struck Byline Times as interesting that two people inside the same
room could hold such diverging views
on whether people involved in key election or vote campaigns were able to freely
access and copy sensitive details such as
our names, addresses, voting preferences
and more. When asked, senior Vote Leave
officers refused to explain how their data
authorisation system worked. Neither
could they provide an internal audit trail
documenting who accessed their sensitive
databases and when.

But, the warning from those employed
to stop misusing data did not just apply to
the divisive Brexit campaign. The specialists we spoke to were adamant that individuals involved in most high-profile elections,
referendums, votes or campaigns often try
to wander off with valuable USBs and hard
drives crammed with sensitive information
on voters once the polls have closed.

Data Breaches

L

ike many in politics, the Vote Leave
campaign used the now breached
NationBuilder system – a dedicated
campaign-building software which takes
names, addresses, email addresses, mobile
phone numbers and matches them to
social media accounts. When combined
with other databases such as survey questions and personal interests, for example, it provides the basis by which voters
can be micro-targeted with discrete and
highly focused ads.
Vote Leave also developed a specialised system canvassing platform known as
VICS (Voter Intention Collection System),
and a tribute to Victoria Woodcock, Vote
Leave’s head of operations. Invoices reveal
the software was coded and maintained by
the Canadian company AIQ. At first blush
the much vaunted software was just a website for volunteers to canvas voters and
record their responses. But, according to
Chris Vickery, a data security expert who
gave testimony to parliamentary inquiries in
Canada and the UK, the VIC system looks
like a “cover story” for AIQ “shenanigans”.

AIQ was at the centre of parliamentary inquiries both in Canada and the
UK. Parliament’s Digital, Culture Media
and Sport (DCMS) Committee noted in
its final report the company’s close working relationship with the now-defunct
Cambridge Analytica – the controversial
firm founded by Steve Bannon, Robert
Mercer and Alexander Nix, which came
to prominence during the Trump presidential campaign and relied on a hack of
up 75 million Facebook users and claimed
to have 7,000 data points on each of
America’s 240 million voters. Its parent
company, SCL, recently pleaded guilty to
breaking Britain’s data laws.
Back in 2017, however, after the referendum result, AIQ was invited to pitch for
business with Number 10 while Cambridge
Analytica won a $500,000 no-bid contract with the US State Department for
its ‘target audience research’ – a military
grade propaganda tool developed for the
British Ministry of Defence.

Malicious Intent: Foreign Interference

A

s the recent NationBuilder breach has
shown, none of this data is secure. If
there is a snap general election because
of the crisis in the UK Government over
Britain’s exit from the EU, the ‘Brexit’
data could be crucial to creating ‘lookalike’ audiences to target voters. The same
is true if a second confirmatory referendum is held over the terms of Britain’s exit.
Last year, Conservative MPs who
opposed the current Brexit deal were targeted by Facebook ads calling them “antidemocratic” by former Vote Leave digital
campaigners. The unofficial Leave.EU
campaign, headed by Nigel Farage, has
spent the last year targeting the parliamentary seats of Tory ‘Remainers’ urging
locals to sign up to the Conservative Party
and de-select sitting MPs such as the chair
of the DCMS committee Damian Collins.
Earlier this month, Facebook information revealed that Britain’s Future, a campaign set up by former comedy writer Tim
Dawson, spent over £350,000 in a few
weeks on targeted ads pushing for a hard
Brexit. Dawson refuses to explain the
source of his funds.
But, it’s not just dark ads funded by
dark money from domestic campaigns
that threaten the integrity of future elections. As Chris Vickery told the Canadian
Parliament, all this data is easy to obtain
by foreign hostile powers intent on disrupting the UK democratic process. “It
would be extremely surprising if adversarial nations were not devoting large sums of
resources to do the same,” he said last year,
“for malicious intent.”
Stephen Kinnock’s parliamentary
group couldn’t be more timely.
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In the light of multiple
investigations into online
campaigns by those pushing for
Brexit, Byline Times asks whether
our election data is secure or
could be misused in future votes.
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EUROPEAN ELECTIONS: OUR COLUMNISTS’ TAKE ON THE COLOURFUL AND CONCERNING RIGHT-WING PERSONALITIES IN THE RUNNING

CLAIRE FOX

CARL BENJAMIN

TOMMY ROBINSON

by Otto English
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by Louise Raw
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arl Benjamin is the Dunning-Kruger candidate. He
ommy Robinson has used many names. At the bars Nigel Farage paraded his Brexit Party candidates
is the walking, talking embodiment of an overestibecue in Manchester where he announced his bid
for the adoring media, one in particular caught my
mated, overinflated belief in one’s intelligence and critical
to become an independent MEP, he also tried out some
eye: Claire Fox – known to Radio 4 listeners as a talking
faculties. Anyone who saw his performance at the recent
new personas.
head on the Moral Maze.
launch of UKIP’s MEP could see how manifestly illThe ‘lad’ was first up in a smart blue blazer, promFox is currently director of the ‘think tank’ the
equipped he is for the business of politics.
ising a new movement for “every single one of you”. We
Institute of Ideas, but for two decades she was a core
He railed against the assembled press and pouted as
were then introduced to Robinson the philanthropist, via
figure in the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP) and
his tweet to Labour MP Jess Phillips – “I wouldn’t even
a mobility scooter he’d helped crowdfund for a disabled
co-publisher of its in-house magazine, Living Marxism
(LM). Neither Fox nor the Brexit Party have denied this, rape you” – was brought up. When pressed for an expla- ex-serviceman.
nation, he responded: “If a woman is being a giant bitch
Robinson has been criticised for the lavish lifestyle
but I wonder whether rank-and-file Brexiters planning to
and laughing about male suicide I’m going to be a giant
funded by his supporters’ donations: five-star holidays, a
vote for Ms Fox know quite what they are getting?
dick back to her”. He was much like a petulant teenager, gated mansion in Bedfordshire, new suits and expensive
Formed in the late 1970s by university lecturer
caught out. No matter that Phillips never did make light
watches. So, when the man’s friends got in touch to ask
Frank Furedi, the RCP was notable for two things in its
of male suicide. It’s not even the first time he’s been dis- for help, Robinson seized the opportunity to counter the
political heyday.
honest about this issue. At the time of the incident, he
accusations of misusing funds and also to tick the requisite
First, its cultish membership. Secondly, its rampant
filmed himself calling his mother to explain, leaving out a ‘patriot’ boxes. He made a virtue out of the crowd-funding,
support for the IRA and Irish nationalism. While this
critical part of his tweet – the “even” – in his explanation. accurately proclaiming “I didn’t get him the scooter, you
was not unusual in left-leaning groups or individuals (see
Since then, footage has emerged of Benjamin talk- did!” But he alone soaked up all the glory.
Corbyn), in the 1980s the RCP took things to a whole
ing about race on a live stream. It must be noted that this
After some technical difficulties with a video screen,
new level. Using a front organisation – the Irish Freedom
is just an excerpt of a longer discussion about his experi- Robinson launched into an elegy about the North West
Movement (IFM) – to which Claire and her sister Fiona
as a working-class community betrayed, which was, he
belonged, the group continued to perpetuate the republi- ences in speaking with members of the Alt-Right. In it, he
paraphrases the beliefs of a YouTuber called ‘Millennial
said, why he was standing there. Voters tended to support
can struggle even as others sought an end to the conflict.
The 1993 Warrington bombings – in which the IRA Woes’, noting that he doesn’t agree with him, but simulta- Labour simply because their fathers and grandfathers had.
neously opens himself to further discussion.
“Communists!” shouted the crowd.
killed three-year-old Johnathan Ball and 12-year-old Tim
‘Millennial Woes’ – exposed as Scot Colin Robertson
Parry, while many others were wounded – are now seen as
– is an avowed white supremacist who once called for the
a turning point in the Irish troubles.
“Tommy Robinson’s campaign may
execution of migration officials. Benjamin claims that
The atrocity was met with condemnation from all
not get far, but it would dangerously
the best way to get rid of bad ideas is to expose them, to
quarters – but not from the RCP/IFM. Indeed, instead of
let them be shown for what they are, in open discussion.
denouncing the attack, the group defended it arguing for
complacent to dismiss it.”
“the right of the Irish people to take whatever measures nec- Yet, in spending hours speaking to Robertson, Benjamin
shows a disturbing lack of understanding of how Far
essary in their struggle for freedom”. The RCP/IFM did
“Until they fear us, we will be betrayed. They will
Right extremists spread their ideas – by presenting a calm,
eventually turn on the Provisional IRA, but, only when it
fear us when we take their seats”, he continued. Robinson
civil front and seeking an opportunity to speak.
entered into peace talks with the British Government.
railed against an ever-shifting ‘they’ throughout: Tony
In the conversations that Benjamin and his fellow
In 1997, the RCP folded but its magazine rebranded
Blair (“Traitor!” they shouted) Theresa May (Robinson
UKIP MEP candidate Markus Meechan have had with
and continued to thrive. As the decade progressed, Living
Marxism began to fi xate on more libertarian ideas – spe- figures such as Robertson, they normalise and inadver- did not criticise the loud “you slag” which greeted her
image) and MPs who were mostly middle-class.
cifically, the supposed demonisation of the ‘white’ work- tently spread extreme ideas to their audience. Benjamin
So far Muslims had not been mentioned, but it
may think he is providing a counterpoint to Far Right
ing class, opposition to gun control in the wake of the
couldn’t last. Robinson referenced the imam of a local
extremism, but the entirety of his persona, manufactured
Dunblane massacre, and the right to be offensive.
over a thousand online rants, is one of a reactionary, sym- mosque – named as a critic – who had also allowed the
Time however was not on their side. In 1992, the
charity MEND to speak in the building. Robinson called
magazine had published an article arguing that an ITNit an “extremist radical jihadist” organisation who he
Guardian investigation into the Serbian-run internment
“Benjamin shows a disturbing lack
claimed thought could swing seats in the area.Robinson
camp at Trnopolje during the Balkans war was faked.
of understanding of how Far Right
ended with an attack on the “mainstream journalists”
LM/RCP support for one of the very nastiest regimes
present (the crowd yelled “paedo”) and then news of his
in post-war European history had caught up with them.
extremists spread their ideas.”
four-week tour of the North West.
ITN sued, LM lost and the magazine closed.
A young Muslim woman who has lived in
But, that was not the end of the group. Since 1997,
the group has rebranded. LM – now known as Spiked – pathetic to those Far Right figures he claims he’s debating. Wythenshawe her whole life, Amina, told me: “I made
Benjamin has made his career as a YouTuber; a reac- the mad decision to go and see the barbecue event. But,
thrives online and its editor, Brendan O’Neill, has increasingly cosied up to the Brexit Establishment while accept- tive presence, masquerading as a ‘classical liberal’, mon- I was too scared to get out of my car. This is my homeetising the disillusion and lack of direction of a generation
town. But, he is here to speak to people he thinks share his
ing $300k from the Charles Koch Foundation.
islamophobic, xenophobic views. In my work, I help white
Claire Fox writes for the magazine intermittently, of young men. His online career has netted him no small
non-Muslim working-class people suffering poverty. My
while trotting out libertarian stances including, allegedly, amount of cash, in addition to a great deal of attention.
In his weekly soapboxing, and the response from
mother supports white non-Muslim children with learnthe view that Gary Glitter had a right to download child
his fans, his ego has been massively inflated to the point
ing difficulties. Wythenshawe hospital is held together
pornography. Her self-styled ‘Institute of Ideas’ (which had
where he believes he deserves a place at the big table, to
by doctors and nurses of all backgrounds. But, Tommy
to rename itself the ‘Academy of Ideas’) has served as a
call the shots for real.
thinks he knows what’s best for us? I don’t feel any difhub for the LM network, which has sought to embed itself
UKIP and its leader Gerard Batten have been clear
ferent to my white, non-Muslim friends. I’m saddened he
into the Establishment.Now Ms Fox seeks to become an
about why the party selected Benjamin as a candidate – came here, and that my neighbours attended. But tomorMEP. In the decades since the RCP and LM folded, I can
because he brings an audience with him. But, the part has
row, I’ll be back at work helping them.”
find no evidence of Fox recanting her magazine or party’s
Tommy Robinson’s campaign may not get far, but it
stance on Northern Ireland or the Warrington attacks. Nor, not only lowered the bar, it has broken it over its knee.
We can only hope that he is not successful in his bid to
would be dangerously complacent to dismiss it as bound
as far as I can see, has she ever commented on the camp
become an MEP.
to fail. It presents a frightening glimpse into the kind of
at Trnopolje. If she was representing Labour, Change UK
The people of South-West England deserve some- Britain the Far Right want, where young British women
or even the Tories, questions would undoubtedly be asked
one better than he who is willing to give voice to white
are terrified in their own home towns. Robinson is right
about her suitability to stand for office. But, it seems that
supremacists on an equal footing.
about one thing: everyone needs to vote – but against his
if you side with Teflon Nigel and his policy-free party, you
message of intolerance.
get a free pass on all those awkward questions.
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FARAGE’S BREXIT CAMPAIGN USED RUSSIAN
PROPAGANDA TO WEAPONISE HATE AND ISLAMOPHOBIA
by Peter Jukes

BBC ‘Facilitates
Fascism and Transmits
Propaganda’, says
Former Producer
Ashamed at
Corporation’s Coverage
of Farage and Brexit
Patrick Howse spent decades
reporting for the BBC, risking
life and limb. But, he believes
the corporation’s unquestioning
coverage of Nigel Farage’s
Brexit Party crossed a line.

A

s uncovered last year, leaked emails
from Andy Wigmore, Arron Banks
and other Leave.EU officials revealed
numerous clandestine meetings with
the Russian Embassy in London in the
run up to the EU referendum. Among
these emails is also an exchange about
“weaponising migrants”. In the spring
of 2016, as the Syrian refugee diaspora
was reaching its crisis, and just as the
referendum was entering its final days,
the Supreme Allied Commander Europe
and the head of the US European
Command NATO accused Russia of
intervening in Syria to deliberately
displace populations that were seeking asylum in Greece and Macedonia.
“Together, Russia and the Assad
regime are deliberately weaponising
migration in an attempt to overwhelm

European structures and break
European resolve,” General Philip
Breedlove said. His condemnation was
followed up by other European leaders,
including the then Foreign Secretary
Philip Hammond who said “the only
country who would like us to leave the
EU is Russia”.
When the Russian Embassy
responded to Hammond’s accusation
of intervening in the Brexit debate, the
Leave.EU team leapt to defend Putin’s
stance. Arron Banks asked for the following press release to be composed:
“We’ve heard a lot about Russia weaponising migrants in recent days, but
the bigger problem has been Cameron
weaponising Russia in the EU referendum. Russia has been built up into this
great, looming threat which only the EU
can save us from. It’s ridiculous – what
has its attempt to expand Ukraine at
Russia’s expense achieved besides an ugly
civil war? What has its trade war against
Russia achieved besides ruining British
dairy farms?”
The Leave.EU team then discussed
sending a letter of support to Ambassador
Yakovenko and debated whether it was
“too overtly Russophile”. But, evidence
from Leave.EU websites shows it was
relying heavily on racist Russian misinformation throughout the campaign.
In 2014, Nigel Farage told Alastair
Campbell in GQ Magazine that

Vladimir Putin was the statesman he
most admired: “The way he played the
whole Syria thing. Brilliant.” He had met
Ambassador Yakovenko the year before
and started a series of almost monthly
appearances on Russian news agency
RT. By the time of the EU referendum,
RT and others like Sputnik were clearly
pushing a pro-Brexit agenda, particularly
focusing on (mainly false) allegations of
rape and criminality by asylum seekers
and migrants.
One of Leave.EU’s most popular videos was mainly sourced from
Russian propaganda and deliberately
portrayed foreign migrants as sexual
predators. Four weeks before the referendum, Leave.EU created a video called
‘Worrying Scenes in Europe’, mainly
based on clips from RT. One disturbing sequence in the video is all Leave.
EU’s creation: it apparently shows sexual
assault by dozens of men, alleged to be
refugees, but is actually footage of an
assault that took place in Tahrir Square,
Egypt, in 2013. There’s little doubt that
Leave.EU knew the real source and
deliberately doctored the contents to
create ‘disturbing scenes from Europe’
rather than Egypt.
This video has been viewed
1.4 million times and is still available
on Leave.EU’s Facebook page, which
is now devoted to promoting Farage’s
Brexit Party.

Seeing through the Lies: Nigel Farage needs to Fix himself
Oliver Norgrove, a former Vote Leave staffer, explains how Brexit broke itself on the back of ‘grotesque simplifications’

L

ike so many others, my intertwining with Brexit began with
Nigel Farage.
I remember watching him in person and on YouTube as an
18-year-old, just as my political journey was starting to take shape.
Mr Farage was the first political figure to really inspire me.
What aided Farage most was his ability to articulate simple
solutions to incredibly complex problems. He became so good at
it that many of his answers turned quite organically into slogans.
On some level, the boiled-down, simplification of issues made me
remarkably naive but absurdly over-confident in my approach to
arguing to leave the EU.
But, as time and negotiations progressed, and as more of
the technical details became apparent, I started to realise that so
many Faragist pronouncements just weren’t materialising.
The more I learned, for instance, about the mechanics of

trade, the more I recognised the complete untruth in so much of
what had been said.
The outright lies and failure to deal adequately with policy
details will go down in history as the Leave side’s most prominent
sore. Leaving the EU is a mammoth legal, technical and constitutional task which cannot be orchestrated according to the whims
of the political sloganeering we saw in the 2016 Referendum. The
jaws of reality, it turns out, cannot be avoided indefinitely.
Farage’s grotesque simplifications, parroted by individuals
uninterested in complexity, and the almost religious evasion of
detail were never going to prepare us for our departure. It is here
where history will truly judge him. With the launch of the Brexit
Party, Farage says he wants to bring back trust to the political
climate, changing our politics ‘for good’. He should start with a
small measure of self-reflection and fi xing himself.

I

worked for the BBC for 25 years. I
started as a trainee in 1989 and progressed through various newsrooms to
become a news gathering producer. I covered conflicts in the Middle East – particularly in Baghdad – and the peace process in Northern Ireland. In the course of
my career, I was shot at, punched, kicked,
tear-gassed, spat at, insulted, pelted with
stones, bottles and petrol bombs, and our
office in Baghdad was struck by a rocket.
But, I believed passionately in what the
BBC was doing, and I was proud to work
for the corporation.
While BBC journalists working around
the world in terribly difficult circumstances
still meet the highest ideals, I have to say –
with an extremely heavy heart – that I have
changed my view of the BBC.
What finally changed itwas the way it
covered the launch of Nigel Farage’s new
Brexit party and, in particular, the speech in
which he said he wanted “to put the fear of
God” into MPs.
If these words had come from the lips
of an Isis spokesman, they would have been
(rightly) condemned. Labour MP Jo Cox
was murdered by a Nazi less than three
years ago and threats are still being made
against MPs today.
I was so outraged I sent a letter to the
BBC’s Director General Lord Tony Hall. It
was difficult to write because it seemed like
a denial of my commitment to an organisation I had risked my life for and which still
employs many of the finest people and journalists in the world. But, before any doubts
crept in, I saw David Lammy being interviewed by Andrew Marr.
I can summarise what happened there
quite quickly: Jacob Rees-Mogg approvingly
posted an Alternative for Germany (AfD is
a German fascist party that has advocated
the shooting of refugees). When MP David
Lammy made a connection between the
ERG [the Conservative European Research
Group] and the AfD, Andrew Marr interrupted him, saying that Mr Rees-Mogg has
“made it very clear he doesn’t endorse the
AfD”. Really? Who says?
So, I stand by my letter to Lord Hall.
I’m no longer proud to have worked for the
BBC – I’m ashamed to be associated in any
way with an organisation that facilitates fascism and transmits its propaganda uncritically and without challenge.
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Following Channel 4’s
revelations that Nigel Farage’s
Leave.EU campaign faked
inflammatory photos of
sexual attacks and staged
videos about migrants,
Byline Times has evidence
of more racist propaganda
sourced from the Kremlin.
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THE STORY OF BREXIT IS THE STORY OF EMPIRE

Why did So Many Asian Immigrants Vote to Leave the EU?
By Hardeep Matharu
The complicated love-hate
relationship of immigrants
from former colonies with
the British Empire cannot be
ignored if lessons are to be
learned in post-Brexit Britain.
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W

hy, in British public life,
do we almost never speak
about Empire? It was a question
that struck me again recently as
I was watching the news with my
parents. Another day in Parliament
with Theresa May embroiled in the
continuing chaos around Brexit.
Having migrated to Britain
from Kenya and India over 40
years ago, I still find it perplexing that they both voted to leave
the EU in the 2016 Referendum.
Responding to their disillusionment on Theresa May’s
attempts to deliver Brexit, I asked
them whether they would still
vote leave now, knowing what they
do about all that was to follow
“Yes,” they both said without hesitation. “It was still
the right thing to do.”
That the Brexit vote was,
in no small part, about Empire
for Commonwealth immigrants
and their love-hate relationship
with its legacy has long needed
discussion in British society.
Although non-white groups
were generally more pro-Remain
than white British people, “ethnic
minorities showed a non-negligible level of support for leave,
which was twice as high amongst
Indians as amongst other minority groups”, according to an
‘Understanding Society’ report.
The relationship of Britain’s
long-standing immigrant communities with the Empire is a complex
one. At once, Britain’s colonisation has created a patriotic allegiance in immigrants who see
themselves as British rather than
migrants, while at the same time
demanding reparation and recognition for all the damage Britain
inflicted on countries such as India.
In many ways, Brexit is the
story of Empire. An unfinished,
untold story on which the sun
won’t set for a very long time.

S

waraj, the first name of my
father, means ‘self-rule’ and
was a term used by Gandhi
to describe India’s quest for

independence from hundreds of
years of British rule. My grandfather gave him the name as he was
born in August 1947, when India
finally achieved self-governance.
Raised in Nairobi, Kenya,
until he was 18, my Dad spent
two years in India, before coming
to Britain in 1967 aged 20. His
family, Indian Punjabis, had
originally gone to Kenya to build
the railways for the British.
While recognising the violence
of colonisation, my father enjoyed
growing up under British influence.
“I liked the way of life when
I was in Kenya under the British
rule, everything was run properly,
all the laws, the administration,” he
told me. “It was a very nice place to
be and that’s how I’ve always had
this loyalty to Britain and I always
wanted to come to England and I
wanted to be part of this country.
I had no problems settling here.
“I used to read magazines
like Time magazine, Life magazine, Reader’s Digest and the
old Daily Mirror papers, Eagle
comics in Kenya. I learnt to
speak, read and write English at
school because we had English
teachers so I had no problem
when I came over to Britain.”
What about racism?
I asked him.
“Racism was something I was
used to in Kenya as well. I knew
that it existed, over there they

used to call it ‘colour bar’. There
were certain hotels that were only
meant for white people and there
were certain parts of Nairobi
where only white people could buy
houses and live, Asians weren’t
allowed. So I knew from a very
young age that this went on.
“There was a lot of racism
[when I came to Britain], but one
had to learn to live with it.”
On voting for Brexit, my father
admits harbouring “resentment” at
how Britain has changed, in his eyes,
for the worse – something he feels
is linked to being part of the EU.
“My allegiance is to Britain, I
don’t see myself as part of Europe, I
don’t want to be,” he said. “Europe
is trying to impose its own rules,

however. My father often
speaks about how wrong it was
of a morally corrupt Britain
to impose its rule on countries
more prosperous than itself.
Both my parents made a
point of telling me about the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre in
Amritsar in 1919, in which Colonel
Reginald Dyer killed hundreds
of non-violent Indian protestors, when I was younger. Upon
visiting the site of the killings
last year, I was shocked by how
close it was to the Golden Temple,
a place of profound peace.
But, paradoxically, because
of this brutal history, my father
feels Britain owes a loyalty to its
former colonies over Europe.

“Brexit is the story of Empire.
An unfinished, untold story on which the
sun won’t set for a very long time.”
regulations and laws onto this country. Britain should have kept on its
own. We were better off that way.”
He believes that Britain was
always renowned for its fairness and that it seems unfair
that immigrants from Europe
can come here relatively easily
to work and make their lives.
“It’s changed the whole culture
of this country now,” he added.
The issue is not that simple,

“They had a very good time
in those countries and they benefited a lot from them and they
built their own country as well
during those years of the Empire,”
he told me. “This country was
built on the Empire, they took a
lot of money from India… They
should have some allegiance to
those countries as well, whereas
Europe? I don’t see what Europe
has ever done for Britain.”

My mother Baljeet agrees. She
left India for Britain aged 26 in
1975 to marry my father and sees
herself as British, having worked
hard to contribute to the country and assimilate into life here.
She said she voted to leave
on the grounds of British sovereignty because “we should
have our own laws and policies to run the country”.
We have had many a passionate discussion in which I
have argued that Britain is sovereign, and that only a minority
of laws emanate from the EU.
My mother also feels that
Britain does not need immigration from Europe.

S

peaking to other immigrants
from former colonies, it’s
clear that – like my parents – the
reasons why Asian communities voted to leave the EU are
nuanced and difficult to assume.
One second generation immigrant I spoke to said some Pakistani
people campaigned to leave because
they wanted to “control immigration in a way that was favourable to the Indian subcontinent”.
“One of their arguments was
that, if we leave, we’d be better able
to accept people from the Indian
subcontinent, professionals such as
doctors, rather than taking them
from Europe,” he said. “There was
that strand that we’d lost control
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of immigration, that lots of people
from eastern Europe were coming
over, but, therefore, people from
the Indian subcontinent weren’t
getting a fair crack at the whip and
it was that disparity. They felt the
immigration system was unfair.”
While EU migrants generally
benefit from freedom of movement, those from countries such
as India and Pakistan are subject to visa and work restrictions
– a distinction that was played on
by Vote Leave’s Michael Gove
during the referendum campaign
when he suggested that Britain’s
immigration system was “racist”.
Another second generation
immigrant, whose parents also
migrated to Britain from Pakistan,
said he voted for Brexit because he
had concerns about the EU “being
an economic bloc to the detriment of the rest of the world”.
“I had no animosity towards
the eastern Europeans because, if
I was in their position, I would
do the same for economic reasons
and my parents did the same when
they came to Britain,” he told me.
But, he now believes a second
referendum should be held as
Brexit is “fragmenting our society” and fuelling far right racism
against the very immigrant communities that voted to leave.
“The day after I voted, there
were people in white vans with
Union Jacks driving around where

I live and that shocked me,” he
said. “I didn’t vote for nationalistic
reasons so to see the way the white
racist community behaved on winning the vote gave me serious concerns about the dynamic in Britain.”
For him, notions of Empire
played a role in immigrants
voting to leave the EU.
“People like me were born
here, my parents migrated
here,” he said. “If it wasn’t for
the British Empire and the rule
of India we wouldn’t be here.
“My uncle fought in the
Second World War in Burma
and our ancestors have been
entwined in the British Empire and
Britain, but we have been given
less rights in terms of migration
into this country as compared to
some eastern European countries
who were actually fighting the
British during the Second World
War. So, what’s that about?”

S

hahmir Sanni, who was born in
Pakistan, worked for BeLeave,
an offshoot of the Vote Leave
campaign for the EU Referendum.
He turned whistleblower last
year, when he exposed electoral
wrongdoing at the organisation.
Tasked with targeting and persuading black and
ethnic minority people to vote
leave, Shahmir said many of the
second generation immigrants
he spoke to in areas such as

London and Birmingham were
already set on voting for Brexit.
“They would say ‘we don’t
need the EU, we were born
here, we were bred here, we have
worked here, we don’t need it, we
have never associated with it so
why would we focus on it?’ he
told me. “They would also say
things like ‘it takes so long for my
friends and cousins to get a visa’.
“There was a lining of xenophobia towards eastern Europeans
among Asian and Afro-Carribean
communities. There was the perception that people from Europe
have got a free pass to come here.”
He believes such communities have “a huge feeling of being left behind”.
For Shahmir, notions of the
Empire and immigrants from
former colonies feeling an allegiance to Britain had a huge part
to play in why they voted to leave.
“Previous generations weren’t
educated in the way that we were
as young millennials who are hyper
aware of colonialism and imperialism and the effect it had on our
ancestors,” he said. “If you look at
it from the frame of immigrants
then who saw no opportunities
back home and came here and were
suddenly comfortable, and very
comfortable, even if they were
working class, the fact that they
had a council house if they were
working class was a blessing. It

was huge. ‘The Government of
this country gave me a home’.”
He said his work at
BeLeave was designed to
play on this allegiance to the
Commonwealth over Europe.
“It stirred this colonial mindset
within non-EU immigrants that the
Commonwealth and Britain have
so much more in common than the
EU,” he told me. “So there was this
false idea that we would be back
with the Commonwealth again. An
older generation of non-EU immigrants do feel like Britain has a
solid connection with places like
India. That we have a relationship
and a friendship with Britain and
that stems from colonised minds.”
These are clearly difficult
conversations for some to have.

P

oliticians over a number of
years have made a mistake in
not challenging inaccurate narratives around immigration, as well
as not engaging with the views of
immigrant communities long settled in Britain and their thoughts
about our relationship with
Europe and the rest of the world.
As the British-born child of
parents who were born in countries of the Empire, I was taught
nothing about it at school. Even
when I did learn about the slave
trade and Britain’s industrial
revolution, these were not set
within the context of colonialism.

Indians were flogged following the Amritsar
Massacre in Jallianwala Bagh. Photo by TopFoto

It may be an uncomfortable, ugly and challenging area
of our history to probe, but not
doing so ignores the effect is
still has on how many feel and
think about Britain today.
The longer we refuse to hold
a mirror up to Britain’s past, the
longer we will fail to properly
understand how we have arrived
at the present and the consequences of this for the future.
In a post-Brexit world, this
will be more vital than ever.

Ramblin’ Donald: Why 7,000 Republicans Could Never Be Wrong

A

bout 15 years ago, I was booked
to appear at a speakers’ conference in Bakersfield, California. There
were three unusual things about this.
One, the audience consisted of 7,000
Republicans. Two, the speakers included
‘four star general’ Tommy Franks, the
man in charge of both the Afghanistan
and Iraq invasions, and Julie Andrews,
one of my many wives (in this case, in
the Shrek movies). Three, Bakersfield has
no fewer than seven Basque restaurants.
When I arrived at the venue, the
7,000 Republicans were being entertained by an elderly gentleman called
Rich Little, at that time the most famous
impressionist in America. I was on immediately after him, so I stood in the wings
genuinely impressed by the extraordinary accuracy of his impersonations. The
only problem was that, after some time, I
realised that every single person he was
impersonating was dead. All of them.
When he finished his set, I went
on and asked the 7,000 Republicans for
an extra round of applause for ‘Rich’ –
America’s most beloved corpse impersonator. Except that I didn’t. There’s not
much overlap between Monty Python
fans and Republicans, and most of the
Republicans would have been armed,

so I chickened out. I played it safe.
The previous evening there had
been the first TV presidential debate
between George W. Bush and Al Gore,
so I ventured the observation that the
taller one spoke better English, but that
they, the audience, wanted the little one
to be their next President. They nodded
and smiled, and I added that this was
because they felt they could ‘have a
beer’ with him. Again, they nodded. I
pointed out that they’d have a better
chance of having a beer with the little
guy if they didn’t elect him, since if he
was President, he’d have less time for sitting around having a beer with strangers.
But, this was ‘the unconvincing of the
7,000’. They were determined to entrust
the USA to a man who couldn’t speak
properly, but who could only ramble.
I was reminded of this while listening to another outstanding rambler, the
current American President, ‘Ramblin’
Donald. He said of his own voters: “I
always say they came from the valleys.
They came from the mountains, they
came out of the damn rivers. I don’t know
what you were doing in the river, but
they came from the cities, they came and
they came and they didn’t even know.”
I thought: why is nobody panicking?

And then I had my insight.
They’re not frightened by his ramblings, because that’s how they all think.
To realise that somebody is rambling
requires holding the same thought in
your head for several seconds. But, if
you habitually start sentences without
any idea of where you might, eventually, finish up, then hearing someone
else rambling around in the same stupefied manner does not induce terror, but
mostly a comforting sense of familiarity, a feeling that ‘this is where I belong’.
It’s not a question of an ‘inferiority complex’, it’s plain old-fashioned
inferiority. Trump supporters embrace
red-blooded American capitalism, where
competition tends sadly to produce winners and losers. And losers, naturally, do
not want any ‘elitist’ reminding them of
their status. It’s too painful, so they want
leaders who do not remind them of their
position at the bottom of the pile. They
want someone exactly at their own level.
I don’t. I want a leader who is
much more intelligent, well-informed
and emotionally mature than I am so
that he or she fills me with self-disgust
and makes me feel like a barge rat.
Then I’ll be able to sleep soundly.
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John Cleese ponders why Donald Trump’s supporters are not terrified by his ramblings. And then the awful truth dawns…
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THE STORY OF

USURPERS

AND THE FIRST GREAT

BREXIT

by The Count of the Saxon Shore
Some of the early pirates
and renegades who promised
to ‘Make Britain Great Again’.
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“B

ritain is a land fertile with tyrants,”
wrote St Jerome at the beginning of
the 5th Century AD.
He was referring to a succession of
usurpers who used this island as a power
base to challenge the centralised authority
of Rome, whilst ruthlessly pursuing their
own ambitions.
Each engineered a Brexit from the
empire that would end in disaster and the
first of these began on the Saxon Shore.
Carausius was in charge of the
Classis Britannicus, a fleet based in the
English Channel tasked with protecting its coasts from Saxon and Frankish
pirates. By 286 AD, his operation against
piracy had achieved some success but,
when it was discovered that he was keeping much of the recovered loot for himself,
his arrest was ordered. Fearing he would
be executed as a traitor, Carausius swiftly
declared himself emperor of an independent Britain.
How he managed to win support
for this from the army remains a mystery, but given his corrupt practices they
might well have been bought off. And his
actions could have gained local popular
support as a reaction against taxation and
the movement of resources from the province. One thing is certain: he used money
as propaganda.
The new coinage minted for his regime
was stamped with bold slogans declaring him restitutor Britanniae (‘restorer of
Britain’) and genius Britanniae (‘spirit of
Britain’). He even used populist poetics
in his campaign to ‘Make Britannia Great
Again’ with the acronym RSR, referring
to the phrase redeunt Saturnia regna (‘the
reign of Saturn is back’) – in other words
‘the golden age has returned’ – from the
fourth Ecologue of Virgil. To use this much
loved poet was a cunning ploy, to promise
a new beginning with the reassurance that
order and tradition remained secure.
Of course, Carausius knew Britain
could not survive very long without a deal
with the European super-state. He vainly
hoped he might rule as a co-emperor with
Diocletian and Maximian who jointly
ran the Continent. So he produced other
coins picturing the three of them together
with the rather craven legend Carausius et

frates sui (‘Carausius and his brothers’).
Such compliments remained unreciprocated and, as the Empire began to strike
back, his own cabinet turned on him. He
was overthrown and assassinated by his
finance minister Allectus.
The brief reign of Allectus ended in
chaos in 296 AD. His Frankish mercenar-

“Maximus achieved an
almost UKIP-like status
in British folklore.”
ies routed by invading Romans threatened
to pillage London as they retreated in disarray. The city was saved and another coin
was minted to commemorate the triumph
of Constantius, who led the invasion force.
On the coin, he is welcomed by a
kneeling figure representing London,
hoping to be back in the European fold.
An image that, depending on your viewpoint, could represent the worst fears of
contemporary Leavers of our capital, or a
vision of how current Londoners actually
might feel after 10 years of Brexit.
Constantius died in Britain and his
son, Constantine, was declared emperor in
York by the British legions in 306 AD.
This military people’s vote was ratified after much campaigning on the
Continent, and Constantine the Great
went on to expand the European project
eastwards, whilst making Christianity the
official religion. It’s worth remembering
that the Roman Catholic Church started
in Yorkshire.
But, another legacy of Constantine
was the notion of this island as a power
base for usurpers and, in the late 4th
Century, with a deepening crisis on the
European mainland, Britain became an
offshore haven for ambitious opportunists.
In 383 AD Magnus Maximus, a
Spanish general stationed in Britain,
was elected emperor by another unofficial referendum by the legions. This
usurpation was driven by resentment at
how the declining central authority of
Rome was draining the resources of this
much-neglected province on its periphery. There’s evidence that Maximus tried

to establish some kind of independence,
devolving power to regional tribal foederati. But, this was done so he might secure
his own imperial aspirations. He soon
crossed the Channel with his army, in pursuit of the bigger prize.
He achieved early success, gaining
control of Gaul and Spain. His attempt to
take Italy failed and he was defeated and
killed in Aquileia in 388 AD.
But, Maximus achieved an almost
UKIP like status in British folklore, longremembered by the Celtic tribes he left
behind. In Galloway and Wales, he is cited
in early genealogies as a founding father
of many feudal dynasties. A contradictory
symbol of imperial power, he becomes, in
a fractured post-colonial Britain, a wistful
reminder of that great European project
we had once been at the heart of.
Some early British historians, however, were not so kind to Maximus. Gildas,
writing some 150 years after the event,
clearly saw his efforts as mere asset stripping. “After this, Britain is robbed of all
her armed soldiery, of her military supplies,” he laments, “and of the flower of
her youth who followed the footsteps of

“There followed a
leadership struggle
worthy of the Tories.”
the tyrant never returned”.
By now, the Empire was entering its
endgame, with the instability and ambivalence of Britain as part of its problem.
As centralised power waned, Britain
faced a monetary crisis.It no longer
received coinage to pay for its infrastructure, nor were local representatives setting up local mints to fill the gap in payments. No coinage, no revenues. In 407
AD, the local legions decided to once
more ‘take back control’ and choose their
own emperor.
There followed a leadership struggle worthy of the Tories. Marcus, the first
man nominated to lead the new government was soon killed in coup. Gratian, who
replaced him, was promptly murdered four

months later. Finally, this precarious office
was awarded to Constantine by a popular
vote seemingly swayed by his auspicious
name (Constantine the Great, declared
emperor in York in 306 AD, had gone on
to be the most successful Roman emperor
in history and his son Constantine II had
ruled for three years after his death).
Styling himself ‘Constantine III’,
the last of the British elected emperors
crossed over to the Continent to challenge
the rest of the Empire for supremacy in
the West.
There were some early victories, but
his campaign was short-lived. Barbarian
assaults, divisions within his own ranks
and a counter-attack from his rival
emperor brought Constantine defeat and
death in 411 AD.
The British did not seem to lose their
innate sense of autonomy despite, once
more, being abandoned by a Brexiteering
usurper.
Two Byzantine historians attest to
the independent spirit of these islands.
According to Zosimus, following the departure of Constantine III, the inhabitants of
Britain “threw off Roman rule and lived
without submission to Roman laws”. And
Procopius comments that, on the death of
the last British emperor, “the Romans were
no longer able to recover Britain which,
from that time, continued to be ruled by
those who had seized power”.
So, Britain finally became fully independent from the rest of Europe – but at
a price. It saw the end of a metropolitan
elite, cities were abandoned and the lavish
villas in the south-east fell into disuse.
The money economy swiftly ceased
to exist and the manufacturing base, such
as industrial pottery production, vanished.
And, of course, we lost control of our borders, unable to maintain defenses such as
Hadrian’s Wall.
The forts on the Saxon Shore were
now faced with a new wave of economic
migrants: the English.

